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Why Should You Use a Tree?

• We saw how objects can be saved in ROOT files. In case you 

want to store large quantities of same-class objects, ROOT 

has designed the TTree and TNtuple classes specifically for 

that purpose.

• The TTree class is optimized to reduce disk space and 

enhance access speed. A TNtuple is a TTree that is limited to 

only hold floating-point numbers; a TTree on the other hand 

can hold all kind of data, such as objects or arrays in addition 

to all the simple types.



Graphically (GUI) & Command Line



http://zimmer.csufresno.edu/~hbawa/tree_struc.root

For Practice.

http://zimmer.csufresno.edu/~hbawa/tree_struc.root
















Tree on the Command Line
The contents of the tree can be drawn from the command-line:

Draw(const char *exp, const char *cut, Option_t *option, Long64_t nent, 
Long64_t first)

exp: expression describing what to draw e.g “y:x”, or “sqrt(x/y*z*z)”. For 
2-D(or 3-D) plots, expressions are separated by a “:”. Convention: z:y:x. 
Statement “x>>histoname” will save to predefined histogram.

cut: expression describing some conditions, e.g “z>0”

option: drawing option(see histograms)

Example:

ROOT [0] TTree* mytree=new TTree(“mytree”, “Test Tree”);

ROOT[1] Double_t values[3];

ROOT{2]TBranch *b2=mytree->Branch(“b2”,values,”x/D:y:z”);

ROOT[3] macroToFillTree();

ROOT[4] mytree->Draw(“sqrt(z):x*y”, “z>0”,”SURF4”,1000,10);



Tree on the Command Line(Cont’d)
• The structure of the Tree can be 
printed:



Tree on the Command Line(Cont’d)

• You can get a list of (part of) the 
contents:



Tree on the Command Line(Cont’d)

• You can also inspect the contents of a 
specific entry numerically:





Various commands



Example: Command Line Analyses





Doing an Analysis
• The TBrowser is not of much use in a typical analysis

• Usually we want to

Throw away events we are not interested in

Select only certain objects within an event we are 
interested in

Calculate and plot quantaties of interest in an event (i.e. 
energy ratios)

Calculate and plot properties of objects in an event 
(electron pT)

•



Doing an Analysis
 To do this we need to Loop over each event (entry) in the 

TTree

 For each event we need to

Read all of the variables for the event and store them in 
memory

Perform our selection on these variables

Calculate and plot the quantities of interest

 This can be simple if you only care about a few variables

 But most analyses will need >100 of variables

 ROOT has a built in method for looping over a TTree or 
TCHain called a MakeClass/MakeSelector





Example: Creating tree



Output files

• http://zimmer.csufresno.edu/~hbawa/kinematics1.
root

• http://zimmer.csufresno.edu/~hbawa/kinematics2.
root

• http://zimmer.csufresno.edu/~hbawa/kinematics3.
root

http://zimmer.csufresno.edu/~hbawa/kinematics1.root
http://zimmer.csufresno.edu/~hbawa/kinematics2.root
http://zimmer.csufresno.edu/~hbawa/kinematics3.root


Analysing tree: MakeClass



Analyze.C



Analyze.h

Here is the input rootfile



Analyzing one object(var)



run



Chains

Scenario:

Perform an analysis 
using multiple ROOT 
files. All files are of the 
same structure and 
have the same tree.
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Chains (cont.)

TChain::Add()

root [3] TChain chain("T");

root [4] chain.Add("Event.root") 

root [5] chain.Draw("fTracks.fPx")

root [6] myCanvas->cd(2);

root [7] chain.Add("Event50.root")

root [8] chain.Draw("fTracks.fPx")
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Demo: Changing "MyClass" to 
use a Chain

1.  Just add few lines in Analyze.h
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Demo: Changing "MyClass" to 
use a Chain



Global variable

ROOT has a set of global variables that 

apply to the session. 

For example, gDirectory always holds 

the current directory, and gStyle holds 

the current style.

All global variables begin with “g” 

followed by a capital letter.



Global Variables

TFile *fin = new TFile(...);  // gFile => fin
TFile *fout = new TFile(...); // gFile => fout

TFile f1("AFile1.root"); 
root[] gDirectory->pwd()

gRandom->Gaus()



gFile: gFile is the pointer to the current opened file in the
ROOT session.

gDirectory: gDirectory is a pointer to the current directory.
The concept and role of a directory is explained in the
chapter “Input/Output”.

gPad: A graphic object is always drawn on the active pad.
We have gPad that is always pointing to the active pad. For
example, if you want to change the fill color of the active
pad to blue, but you do not know its name, you can use
gPad.

root> gPad->SetFillColor()

gRandom: gRandom is a pointer to the current random
number generator. By default, it points to a TRandom3
object. Root> gRandom=new TRandom2(0)



gEnv
gEnv is the global variable (of type TEnv) with all the 

environment settings for the current session. This variable 
is set by reading the contents of a .rootrc file (or 
$ROOTSYS/etc/system.rootrc) at the beginning of the root 
session.

The behavior of a ROOT session can be tailored with the 
options in the .rootrc file. At start-up, ROOT looks for a 
.rootrc file in the following order:

./.rootrc //local directory

$HOME/.rootrc //user directory

$ROOTSYS/etc/system.rootrc //global ROOT directory

If more than one .rootrc: Env is merged !!



gROOT
• The single instance of TROOT is accessible via the global gROOT

and holds information relative to the current session. 

• By using the gROOT pointer, you get the access to every object 
created in a ROOT program. 

• During a ROOT session, the gROOT keeps a series of collections to 
manage objects. They can be accessed via gROOT::GetListOf... 
methods.



Logon and Logoff scripts
• The rootlogon.C and rootlogoff.C files are scripts loaded and 

executed at start-up and shutdown. 

• The rootalias.C file is loaded but not executed. It typically contains 

small utility functions. For example, the rootalias.C script that 

comes with the ROOT distributions (located in $ROOTSYS/tutorials) 

defines the function edit(char *file). This allows the user to call the 

editor from the command line. This particular function will start 

the VI editor if the environment variable EDITOR is not set.

• root[0] edit("c1.C")

• For more details, see $ROOTSYS/tutorials/rootalias.C.



gROOT(Our example)

In rootlogon.C (automatically executing macro)

{

gStyle->SetPalette(1);

gROOT->ProcessLine(“.L $ROOTSYS/lib/libPhysics.so”);

}  *also write: root setting commands

vi run.C

For lazy or clumsy persons only (i.e almost everybody..)!

{ gROOT->ProcessLine(“.L Analyze.C+”);

gROOT->ProcessLine(“Analyze t”);

gROOT->ProcessLine(“t.Loop()”);   }

bash> root –b –q –l run.C



Plotting Script FYI

http://zimmer.csufresno.edu/~hbawa/GraphToolKit.h
http://zimmer.csufresno.edu/~hbawa/HistToolKit.h
http://zimmer.csufresno.edu/~hbawa/SetAttributes.h

Download following files

First two files have functions corresponding to Graphs plotting 
and Histogram plotting 

Third file is common Attribute file used in above GraphToolKit.h
and HistToolKit.h

http://zimmer.csufresno.edu/~hbawa/GraphToolKit.h
http://zimmer.csufresno.edu/~hbawa/HistToolKit.h
http://zimmer.csufresno.edu/~hbawa/SetAttributes.h


SetAttributes



2 histograms on canvas

Def TPad

Def legend

Set histograms attributes



Saving several pic in same Postscript



HW Exercise
Create a simple ROOT tree containing 4 variables (for example x,y,z,t). Fill the

tree with data (for example 10000 events) where x is generated according to a
uniform distribution, y a gaussian and z an exponential and t a Landau

distribution. Write also the tree in the file :”Outtree.root”. (Marks 50)

Download rootfiles: (Marks 50)

• http://zimmer.csufresno.edu/~hbawa/kinematics1.root

• http://zimmer.csufresno.edu/~hbawa/kinematics2.root

• http://zimmer.csufresno.edu/~hbawa/kinematics3.root

Make a Code and Chain the files together and save the following in 
“OutputKinematics.root” as well as in one postscript file “OutputKinematics.ps”

1. pT =sqrt(px*px+py*py), 

2. rapidity=1/2ln(E+pz/E-pz), 

3. pseudorapidity=tanh-1 (pz/E)

4. p=sqrt(px*px+py*py+pz*pz)

5. Overlap plots in one canvas: pz and sqrt(p*p-(px*px+py*py))

http://zimmer.csufresno.edu/~hbawa/kinematics1.root
http://zimmer.csufresno.edu/~hbawa/kinematics2.root
http://zimmer.csufresno.edu/~hbawa/kinematics3.root




What is TSelector



TSelector



How do you use TSelector



Steering Macro



Ntuples Fill:



Ntuple:Draw()



Read ntuple & Writing on Screen



Ntuple:Draw()



Ntuple:Draw()


